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from ahistorical prespective
perfect format for chain-freedom
itself from a light travelled
bend

blends beyond doubled semiotic
withdrawal economic broom
space junk such as familiar
beauty and layers
of plywood clocks
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ghosts of tendons
are contemporary
throats

seductive fabric interrupted
by punk poxic revival
surfing the slippery subtext
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found experience
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and tuning the eventual
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soon the which wrote
unraveled falm the
left fact shifted

institutions like
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in magic clothes
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are original
in their literal
context
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nexus over individuals
executed by adhere
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decisions
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there exists
to evaluate
the reality
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overtaken by
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overcomes
the languages
of large-scale
sections
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conceived
not shopping our homes
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they were continually
recipes poems events

since
nearby
the fisherman
happened
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reconfiguration
indistinguishable
from

appropriate
composition

04.08.2012
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anthology of
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openness to
a trajectory
of indeterminate

distribution
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given the practices
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certain networks
now seem multiple

techniques of multiples
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not that

Inscribing (03.03) the (04.12) temporal: (03.03)
to (04.12) establish (03.03) definitively (04.12) in (03.03)
marks (04.12) or (03.03) language (04.12) an (03.03)
object (04.12) or (03.03) event (04.12) holding (03.03) a (04.12)
particular (03.03) relationship (04.12) to (03.03)



time, (04.12) or (03.03) in (04.12) time. (03.03) In (04.12)
that (03.03) inscription, (04.12) effecting (03.03) a (04.12)
shift (03.03) from (04.12) the (03.03) moment (04.12)
or (03.03) the (04.12) ephemeral, (03.03) to (04.12)
permanence (03.03) and (04.12) history; (03.03) making (04.12)
a (03.03) transcription (04.12) into (03.03) a (04.12)
language (03.03) subtlely (04.12) different (03.03)
to (04.12) the (03.03) original (04.12) manifestation, (03.03)
and (04.12) in (03.03) this (04.12) sense, (03.03)
also (04.12) a (03.03) translation. (04.12)
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these
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shifts
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ephemeral,

sense,

inevitably,
institution,
gained, lost,

institution,
view -

antagonistic,

audience -
artist,

piece.

object,

discourse.

- for

writers,

together,
screenings.
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fact,



levels:

second,

routine.
time,

temporary:

structure,

articles,

participants,

importantly,
community,
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environment.

us:

here...).
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interpretation is
always restrained
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clogged with dead
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situationist backyard
dandelions defy the
kitchen plays artificial
notions of an uncanny
sun
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body time despite
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sahdow-keys
haunting the lilies
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the motto plinth highlights
lobby horse
and interior ashtrays
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the signature
of a historical unrealized
abandoned the potential haunts
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revolutionary agency
building extensive
collages collapses
the visible conflict



revolutionary agency
building extensive
collages collapses
destabilizing perception
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raw broken spiral
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deliberations
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writing also presents
the video
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in the phonetic aloud
translation

writing against itself

hears nothing
but subverted writing

1) homeophonic improvisation
2) history is collaborative
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as have
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also change
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space
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moves
through analogous intent
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seen
across the floor

the exist of the room
delivers a belief
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seen
across the door

the exits of the room
belabor a deceit
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image in which
the pre-pornographic viewer
disobeying gravity
suggests privacy
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image in which
the pre-photographic viewer
standing on the ceiling
suggests a radical state
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in the anarchistic tulip
an abandoned fence

how to laboratory too vivid and fictional

how laboratory to
unravel of a very freedom

borrowing a particular history
from the narrative
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as members
of a cultural subtext
without amplification
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behind the verb tense, knowingly
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1.

such as: go buy me a bunch of carrots.
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A flea market of religion has been set up alongside
the sleaze merchants and the shopping centres. future
resurrection of Style and Representation the barrier
of prevailing sensibilities was of Historical market
in individual satisfaction. Time Conceptual art has
avant-garde political and Strata, a Geographic Fiction



and scholarly approaches fragmentary narratives and
puzzles, their erasure from Parking Lot (detail) 16mm,
silent film initiated by San Francisco The Musical
Works of and-a-half-minute, autonomous communities and
The Craft of Verse: The Norton permissiveness echoed
the official Lectures, from authoritarianism to the
seductions of 1967-68 except, perhaps, for constellations
and vegetal Pièces pour Guitare There's a similar warm
radical politics, its Peggy and a new commodity order.
Fred instated a democracy of the supermarket, a self-service
autonomy, a hedonism whose in Kansas art, a period of
semi-commitment to the redistribution of The Films of
stopped making disappearance stylistic, symbolic, and
corporeal Dottie Gets And then the game was over. Spanked
hometown of extensively again, culminating fetishes in
delirious This is not exactly a the heat of passion. The
danger Cat Video adjacent to the oil, sweat and fingernails,
Cat Food if a seriality choices we make. Once we Brother
From simultaneously, would end by Another Planet signals
something larger. potential. We The Louder You definition
of freedom. Where The rejection of work, sacrifice, guilt,
separation, Scream The Faster We Go front pages of one
experiences of materials, of literature, The Films of
repeated, framed images With variations, each Point of
easily co-optable by an intellectual discourse, Order effect.
Since narrative projections-thrown Rare Audio from devastating,
but not and a sense of tactics; The Films of autobiographical
component, something, a scrap — or, really, any — ruins of the
1990s the fragment to be Untitled pretty much just what
individual and collective memory than a memory). Extracurricular
will one day be no more than a memory. Activity & Superman
Recites slightly blurry, none
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Since narrative projections-thrown Rare Audio,
but not and a sense of tactics; The Films of



component, something, a scrap — or, ruins of
1990s the fragment to be Untitled pretty much
individual and collective memory than a memory).
will one day be no more than a memory. Activity
Recites slightly blurry, none unusual protocol
A flea market of religion has been set up
the sleaze merchants and the shopping centres.
resurrection of Style and Representation the
of prevailing sensibilities was of Historical
in individual satisfaction. Time Conceptual art
avant-garde political and Strata, a Geographic
and scholarly approaches fragmentary narratives
puzzles, their erasure from Parking Lot (detail),
silent film initiated by San Francisco The
Works of and-a-half-minute, autonomous communities
The Craft of Verse: The Norton permissiveness
the official Lectures, from authoritarianism to
seductions of 1967-68 except, perhaps, for
and vegetal Pièces pour Guitare There's a similar
radical politics, its Peggy and a new commodity.
Fred instated a democracy of the supermarket, a
autonomy, a hedonism whose in Kansas art, a period
semi-commitment to the redistribution of The Films
stopped making disappearance stylistic, symbolic,
corporeal Dottie Gets And then the game was over.
hometown of extensively again, culminating fetishes
delirious This is not exactly a the heat of passion.
danger Cat Video adjacent to the oil, sweat and,
Cat Food if a seriality choices we make. Once we
From simultaneously, would end by Another Planet
something larger. potential. We The Louder You
of freedom. Where The rejection of work, sacrifice,
separation, Scream The Faster We Go front pages of
experiences of materials, of literature, The Films
repeated, framed images With variations, each Point
easily co-optable by an intellectual discourse, Order.
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not that

Cat Video adjacent to the oil, sweat,
Food if a seriality choices we make.
simultaneously, would end by Another
larger. potential. We The Louder You
freedom. Where The rejection of work,
, Scream The Faster We Go front pages
of materials, of literature, The Films
, framed images With variations, each
co-optable by an intellectual discourse,
narrative projections-thrown Rare,
not and a sense of tactics; The Films
, something, a scrap — or, ruins of
the fragment to be Untitled pretty
and collective memory than a memory).
one day be no more than a memory.
slightly blurry, none unusual protocol
flea market of religion has been set
sleaze merchants and the shopping.
of Style and Representation the
prevailing sensibilities was of
individual satisfaction. Time Conceptual
political and Strata, a Geographic
scholarly approaches fragmentary
, their erasure from Parking Lot,
film initiated by San Francisco The
of and-a-half-minute, autonomous
Craft of Verse: The Norton permissiveness
official Lectures, from authoritarianism
of 1967-68 except, perhaps, for
vegetal Pièces pour Guitare There's a
politics, its Peggy and a new commodity.
instated a democracy of the supermarket,
, a hedonism whose in Kansas art, a
to the redistribution of The Films
making disappearance stylistic, symbolic,
Dottie Gets And then the game was over.
of extensively again, culminating fetishes
This is not exactly a the heat of passion.
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a democracy of the supermarket,
hedonism whose in Kansas art, a
the redistribution of The Films
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Gets And then the game was over.
extensively again, culminating
is not exactly a the heat of
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would end by Another
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Where The rejection of work,
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materials, of literature, The Films
images With variations, each
by an intellectual discourse,
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collective memory than a memory).
day be no more than a memory.
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Style and Representation the
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satisfaction. Time Conceptual
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and-a-half-minute, autonomous
of Verse: The Norton permissiveness
Lectures, from authoritarianism
1967-68 except, perhaps, for
Pièces pour Guitare There's a



its Peggy and a new commodity.
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be no more than a memory.
none unusual protocol
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and Representation the
Strata, a Geographic
from Parking Lot,
by San Francisco The
Verse: The Norton permissiveness
from authoritarianism
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pour Guitare There's a
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democracy of the supermarket,
whose in Kansas art, a
redistribution of The Films
stylistic, symbolic,
And then the game was over.
again, culminating
not exactly a the heat of
adjacent to the oil, sweat,
a seriality choices we make.
end by Another Time Conceptual
We The Louder You fragmentary
The rejection of work,
Faster We Go front pages
of literature, The Films
With variations, each
an intellectual discourse,
Rare, was of autonomous
a sense of tactics; The Films
scrap — or, ruins of
to be Untitled pretty



memory than a memory).
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then the game was over.
exactly a the heat of
to the oil, sweat,
seriality choices we make.
by Another Time Conceptual
The Louder You fragmentary
rejection of work,
We Go front pages
literature, The Films
variations, each
intellectual discourse,
was of autonomous
sense of tactics; The Films
— or, ruins of
be Untitled pretty
than a memory).
no more than a memory.
unusual protocol
religion has been set
the shopping. for
Representation the
a Geographic
Parking Lot, perhaps,
San Francisco The
The Norton permissiveness
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of The Films
symbolic, culminating
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then the game was
exactly the heat
to the oil,
seriality choices
by Another Time
The Louder You
rejection of
We Go front
literature, The
variations,
of The intellectual
was of
sense of tactics;
— or, ruins
be Untitled
than The Norton
Guitare There's
no more than a
unusual in Kansas art,
religion has been
the shopping.
of the Representation
a symbolic,
and a new Parking Lot,
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exhumed organ
eyes in the hat

ar law la many few

so o do
for memory
we rece foam milk
and rece to the morning saxophone

listening to hymn
as people corresponds
meat for lunch

and possibly contingent
mailing preparations
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suns together
enhamper few
violet middle
english nephews

restless roots
swerve witness
across media
silent destruction
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subsequent cloud-barrage
under a powerful absurd
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stuns together
enhamper flew
violent muddle
anguish nephews

rustless rots
swerve witless
across sigh
lint empowderment
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ways and pefe frok
assembly within speech

the activities of ainte
metl sper dif perform
the responsibility

questions fearlessly?
one speak?
what power?

naaming the flames
indigenous to knowing
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not that

digital controls and
possibilities for
unimaginable processes
are changing our socks

think of them as
emerging frames of
crows collars

epistemological and
horizontal collaborations
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not this

crows emerging frames of collaborations digital
collars think of them as controls and horizontal
changing our socks possibilities for
epistemological are and unimaginable processes

04.12.2012

not that

in October crows emerging
frames of collaborations digital
nineteenth-century collars
think of them as controls and
horizontal in Afghanistan changing
our socks possibilities for



unknown today epistemological
are and unimaginable processes
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not this

think of them as controls and
horizontal in Afghanistan changing
in October crows emerging are
and unimaginable processes frames
of collaborations digital unknown
today epistemological nineteenth-century
collars our socks possibilities for
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not that

collars our socks abilities

think of them as controls
horizontal in Afghanistan

in October crows emerging
are unimaginable processes

of collaborations digital
today epistemological

04.12.2012



not this

October crows emerging are
unimaginable processes frames
of them as controls and
in Afghanistan changing
epistemological nineteenth-century
our socks possibilities for
collaborations digital unknown

04.12.2012

not that

blotch critique raids tactile flux.

impulses nothing fading found
breed haircut barely discovered
secondhand television season
tests. advertisements leftovers

bluish disappear, immune ourselves
fututistic. confrontations crease
progress current patina resistance
intrinsic weather textures fatigue
reverse mirrors dissimilar public
outmoded halftime masquerade fires

erratic critique raids tactile flux.
remnants critique raids tactile flux.
surface critique raids tactile flux.
defeated critique raids tactile flux.

mixture incessant display eroded
lost trophies aspirational egos



mute. vitrine melancholic exits
confronts shelves intimacy layers
emits private parallel barometer

discloses critique raids tactile flux.

04.12.2012

not this

shoe
MYTHO-SPENT

real and simx
MULTI-REPRESEZ

menace you om-ka
FOUNXTATION O NEOI-CAMK

will infect the conjo-mul-worms
woth propagandas of AKADEMGOROD

inconceivable ruins
ramifying textbook experience

META-FLAMING eggs, invisible

purity will vanish, again,
into the fraternity of slogans

CONVULSION

?!
?!

never b
histof



nev
wri
pui
history bc
ser
sec
op

PUBLISHIV
TOTAL CEI
ELIMIV
EVERYDAY

the purpose of our propaganda is
not to evince but to refuse.

04.13.2012

not that

neoists eat turntables and creeds.  they
also like footballs, poodles, and suits.

04.13.2012

not this

correspodes with handwritten
xerox intuiton.

lamb nest, a love letter.

you lumberjacks of eel octopus



we are not here, it's not fict
you levers of shelf-elf elusio
eye make-up believe in miracle
you eggplant caves of art-artt
eye-livers to pleate and brink
you wanderlusts of murmurlusts
i throw my hat hat in the soup
you ficctions of vulture limes
i levitate your knife & breath
you grapevine creatur of earth
you are pie-gusts tonight ?!?!

make the choice.

04.13.2012

not that

1.

mysterious misinformation phantasm
flesh of the blur to bezu
begim bosal cono
inadvertent detective voids
remembered as the mountainous theosophist
obscured by dusty puzzles

2.

found the renewal of likewise cargo
necessary to be useless

3.

toothbrushes elucidate the original apartments

4.



inventory apparatus embroiders recollection

04.13.2012

not this

1.

stem-hypocrisies have financial
institu-temporary discourses,
percentag narratives as seem-
tors dis-in and investigat work

cial painfully in to these posi
than to groups, these more that
most been fraught rewards even
as quick participate. reveals

2.

the united crit eco-lars over
wha indicating nar income about
aim in wit to m an of artists
fiel percent this above bet

status. con exam-vita that the
extremes cha now reg organi-nov
rival the world, one trul from
the benefit-ong non-prin with

budgets the hundreds sec pro-
recession. exp that effe wealth
as the cen is by boom of inst
spaces, aro residencies. wor

contribu-pub institutions aro



the corre-con to the exis con
tributed case of our par grown
art museums. wor inequality-priv

growling opp social sponsor-eco
see degree as community-gall
even vat tuitions of art magazines
the critique of bet com-con goods.

04.13.2012

not that

in we
this about and
it riot
incredible park
many people
the accepted their
some the slavery corporations

there all
there people to to can
it level
it people
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that meaning what stand does this manifests
photography as photography of extension, for
a clear need quite the knit achieve.

04.21.2012

not this

1. in and through bodies now,
characterized presumes something

2. space is depended in squares

3. the space insists on how it is

4. reproduce to the side, more happens

5. sphere that spaces to assemble
contests claim

6. environments act when platforms mobilize

04.22.2012
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students i look automaffa flipper
althc h i post-forkist university

worke o the accordingly ond prox
orduf opert consciou subordi machine

[a factory
aspects of
assemblage of
these two
perspectives of
collective laborer
subject here
and young
hence the
machines with
view the
with the
moving power
from the
factory system.]

passir harassment of ex fina rejects

to the specific impr convey

[picture identifies
students immediately
with the
basic knowledge
of administrative
undertake the
drastically here
1970s as
segmentation of
within the



uniformity as
the main
initially different
uniform society.]

monstrou and knor enough

their victiif gradati cleani precario

04.22.2012
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gtoouib

nioal
vtmla
vlmtmi
bvtmen
bysyee

dfdgosu
deedso
vnsein
vmtse
crmdl

cvmot
cvabcpr
bctfit
bpwbbb
dftcpp
gtfat
geydn

yutmeo
jehie



uioseds
uifepop
uidons
ghesns
hrrsnngte
redssye
ewoimel
eeotem
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entourage beautify corns sinuous
spectral crawls tidal
geomancy

04.23.2012
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sea-knots semester invoice
fire-etch commencement
bistro

04.23.2012

not that



shotgun the classical
millimeters launch
interpretative
opt of desire

04.23.2012

not this

the farm developing between
still conditions but verse
language marvels tone paragraph
not than dream and mobile
shift history ideas displace

04.23.2012

not that

ends through visible
reflect imaginary
pioneer of reality
ghosts ephemeral
rotating associated
playful signature
bodies precise
replica until an eye

04.23.2012

not this



such terrible forme vic upbeat
milk pud the nothir ends prevail

since dreams grit formr ejections
flounde dismissive onions

cautiously few counterp invited
who lunch the event of nothing

04.23.2012

not that

ihfse, ealgp
ei, paaimds

lg, rotiupo
nbowtasnobi
tapsattl. ibsa
atrcaiqas
mrobi absit

ttlgihwcv
es, pbtcbom
l. mdbd, riemd
isob. osp, as
votadlg.

tpscpd, wop
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In Ismailin thought all texts
have one interior or hidden m
eaning—Batini—and, in contras
t, one exterior or apparent m
eaning—Zahir—sometimes the th
ings start to be very complic
ated and the interior meaning
also creates one external mea
ning, and like this the proce
ss goes on like infinity mirr
ors that reflect the interior
and the exteriors forever. In
thought all texts one interio
r or hidden min contrasone ex
terior or apparent m the th s
tart to be very complicand th
e interior meaning creates on
e external meaand like this t
he proce goes on like infinit
y mirr that reflect the inter
ior the exteriors forever. In
all texts one interioor hidde
n min contrasone exor apparen
t m the th s to be very compl
icand thinterior meaning crea
tes on external meaand like t



his t proce goes on like infi
nit mirr that reflect the int
er the exteriors forever. In,
texts one interioor hiddemin,
contrasone exor apparenm the,
th s to be very compl thinte,
rior meaning creaon external,
meaand like tt proce goes on,
like infimirr that reflect t,
he int the exteriors forever.

04.24.2012

not that

texts one interioor
contrasone exor app
arenm th s to be ve
ry compl rior meani
ng creaon meaand li
ke tt proce goes li
ke infimirr that re
flect he int the ex

04.24.2012

not this

texts one interioor, hiddemin
contrasone exor, apparenm the
th s to be, very compl thinte
rior meaning creaon external,
meaand, like tt proce goes on
like infimirr, that reflect t
he int the exteriors forever.



04.24.2012

not that

texts one hiddemin
contrasone apparen
m the th s to very
compl thinterior m
eaning creaon like
tt proce goes on l
ike that reflect t
he int the exterio

04.24.2012

not this

note net gnat
knit gut

place ice
less
loss plus

been ban bun
bone
bin

step top
pit pus sap

04.24.2012



not that

low eve
at
plug time

law cove
eat twig tune

lune cave each
goat twine
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mapping combines

each of their
to his in normativity

based on
the constellations

sky maps
poetic traces

in the hand

04.24.2012
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readymade denying the bicycle

is of not thought. only
it formal, avoids
but participating

the o in fav and fe

consic unex a colled physical

04.24.2012

not this

maps syntax weighs
without essential
toenail society to
wheat idea expedited
or razors understand?

without eye teeth on
pianos roads precisior
outside fangs or lang
uage form ourselves
also at other places
in the text.

along with people split
and intertext cognitive



.) readers speed bumps
tell us how they distinct
alligators at construction
sites.

map, we narration? is

knov of the world a text?

infod dose of plank
to sift the forts?

they are meat. nothing
cartography. map niches
with potatoes

04.25.2012

not that

vie chance claimir ranc
disc not the map a world.
th perceiv
expe
sea resulted inch
weather promise. o broken

wo symbolizes the map
in fear
also drought the same
opening a clinic
in Austria
our beloved
evening of comfortable

boundaries.
books do no trilogy



of our war for the lack
of them, which is
not found at dawn

on the map of Robin Hood
beside a wheelbarrow.

the o the anchor parkse
underground for itself:
which speaks
in a map of notes,

04.25.2012

not this

fire togethe personal
brux on the dime
whistles our seattle
cult ghost tribune
slipping nebulous -
televisic mucl descent)
itemized ladders while
commu wiring from the
suit tonic. teenage
dancing,

nonthreatening
nonsequirots

saying at his ear hue
attuned booth sentences
embodied

spiral radio
of the 1960s



04.25.2012
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maps of tools in
summertime object
linking snows

map of stop
particular beast
the norm

maps segmented
domain leaps
hierarchical oval

maps change the
children of the
interview into
cognitive taboo

maps on specific
possess an
explicit subsequent

maps rote verbatim
is not a simple river

04.25.2012

not this



deliberately dill pickles
all metaphor,
deliberately frills, gills, hills
all symbolism,
mills, nil, pills, quills
all signification
rills, sills, tills
deliberately wills

04.25.2012

not that

or turntable the
----------------
a communications
and experience
musical
----------------
in musical living
----------------
before instantly
history
----------------
in collage sampling

04.25.2012

not this

saturated receiver pace
increasingly



a form to address
as home
||||||||||||||||||
moment improvising
would assume
after being
appearances decoded
estimates
||||||||||||||||||
chosen experience
simulating stations
interrupted
tongue-tied jazz interference
||||||||||||||||||
predictable over threatens
how to familiar try
tone listeners initiate
unseen
||||||||||||||||||
variously rapid
twisting realities
individuals others
changing eccentric
non-sequiturs electric
undoubtedly collage
omnipresent composes
acclimated coincidence
performed found
in themselves
||||||||||||||||||
radio sorcerer percussionist
when knobpiano relinquished
sounds exits texts
interjections chord strets
such feathers sentence
motif fragments as
punctuate control and key

04.25.2012
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no magick sound
annihilated mid
night chance so
ap ak ul litary

xx
x
xx

daylight never again
to actualize the accidents
and antagonize the source

x
xxx
x

clashing blends across
witness
ambivalently historical

xx
xxx

zeitgeist anew
evaporated

unsurprisingly reappearing
reliant

artifacts of reflection
instantly

xxx
xx

soap soak soul solitary



04.25.2012
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Restructured
capitalism h
as integrate
d the attack
againstt the
value of lab
our power as
a functional
, structural
and permanen
t feature. T
he process o
f the curren
t period (af
ter 1973) ca
n never be c
ompleted. Re

structured capitalism h
as integrate ompleeted.
d the attack n never be
cter 1973) cat period (
aff the currenhe proces
s ot feature. Tand perm
anen, structurala funct
ional our power as valu
e of lab againstt the..
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apprin pleasurt
enc melting,
anin powe that

disra aesthetics...

keept otherwise
therx combination

appropriations
bo coho thought
writing ireex abo

are think epits
v f be who i not
poetry not empty

true lyric very
dire

\x\x\x\x\x\x

poetry projet
retyping.
assembling,
of a not b harp
w th th
qualx po
self-intervention

/x/x/x/x/x/x

then, is
creax lyric
uncreative creatures
wha as wash whales
deconstructing the
identity of the



same thing twice?

/x\/x\/x\

a canyi importal
writine ofte

o the sense and can

/x\/x\/x\

consider the procecon.

subject, or
the lyric po
mortuary soap poetic
word wings wrought
wines reflecte like
beards growing on
the expox

nibble... absolutely,

04.26.2012

not this

1. future lyric
of lyricism
in the third century

2. their pessimism
past due

3. a night like
the structure
of pleasure



practiced on the street

4.
we (t ty exte embrack
oppo beyond

that the unreadable,
reading. the

to freely reconcile
and statements like:

hinge a fex also in
the construction of
irreverence

04.26.2012

not that

1.
lines material breath
could probduce

operational appropriatio

2.
wear the appropriate
toolbox
to elasticize the grid.

emblast infictive swappe

3.
swathed in soft text,
mustard until fin invis



where approprx peppers
yet the which

which the work where
with

04.26.2012
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spendir of the written wand
whick were no sun summers
surmise after a paragraph of
something different:

quest wonders no cigarette
within east carolina is the
book, answers to the numbers
start to shit underrepressed
necessities.

formers ors statmer more.)
who writes authority is
herein the bookfuck. flipp
space ax quthi colla meaning
that stop and think sort of

thing.

04.26.2012

not that



01. time bu
02. people, f
03. beautiful d
04. taro
05. good sa

06. the sta
07. contrx
08. their thed
09. "there is someth
10. anarchy," wh
11. point (listening

12. vier
13. procex
14. reader. it
15. sometimc
16. pos
17. to understand
18. like this'

04.26.2012
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|||||||||||||||||||
dclup cerp
|||||||||||||||||||
my of , dimensional
|||||||||||||||||||
encounte
henc
|||||||||||||||||||
text-ba
si fi



beng
|||||||||||||||||||
we lookf or writing
nowhere was a speck
of today,
|||||||||||||||||||
a fire afoot
|||||||||||||||||||
no fire from here
to cutan d paste
walked into a bar
|||||||||||||||||||
with words. social
language has
vaactive to be th
the we deal in what
it does.
|||||||||||||||||||
trumps turnips
has become cultural
and cheerful -
|||||||||||||||||||
priation on the tiche
|||||||||||||||||||
one thing,
|||||||||||||||||||
adopt
aqobt
aboqt
apodt
|||||||||||||||||||
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